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In his first commercial gallery exhibition in more than four decades, artist Arthur Kern presents a suite of 

hauntingly lyrical cast-resin sculptures, dazzling in their technical mastery and thematic sophistication.  While 

Kern’s subject matter has spanned a broad range over the course of his career, this exhibition gathers together 

his equestrian sculptures, a genre whose elemental forms recall Etruscan statuary, Greco-Roman bas-relief, and 

the modernist panache of Marino Marini—all channeled through Kern’s profoundly individualistic sensibility.  

“There’s such a history between humans and horses,” he reflects.  “Not only have they gotten us from one place 

to another, they’ve also worked our fields, fought our wars, and done so much of our work.  There’s a richness in 

that relationship.”  The exhibition’s two life-sized works and many smaller pieces explore this symbiosis while 

encapsulating Kern’s aesthetic, which curator Herman Mhire calls “at once poetic, sublime, disturbing, magnetic, 

and beautiful.”

Born 90 years ago in New Orleans, the sculptor has a unique backstory, which has captured art-lovers’ 

imaginations.  After earning his B.F.A. and M.F.A. degrees in painting from Tulane University in the mid-1950s and 

studying privately at the McCrady Art School on Bourbon Street, he was featured in solo shows at Ruth White 

Gallery in New York City and was curated into a 1962 exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art.  Despite these 

successes, he found himself called by a different siren—sculpture—and in 1967 took the dramatic step of setting 

his remaining paintings ablaze in a bonfire, dedicating his remaining years to three-dimensional work.  

(London), New Orleans Museum of Art, Ogden Museum of Southern Art, and North Carolina Museum of Art. He 

has been honored with career surveys such as Dunbar: Mining the Surfaces (New Orleans Museum of Art, 

1997), George Dunbar: Southern Masters Series (Ogden Museum of Southern Art, 2007), Earth and Element: 

The Art of George Dunbar (Hilliard University Museum, University of Louisiana at Lafayette, 2014), and George 

Dunbar: Elements of Chance (New Orleans Museum of Art, 2016-2017). In 2018, he was the subject of the 

lavishly illustrated biographical monograph Distinctively Dunbar, published by Callan Contemporary.The title 

of the current exhibition, Meridian, has a twofold connotation. The word is defined as a land mass’s highest 

point (many of Dunbar’s series reference geographical and environmental phenomena), but it could also 

refer to this artist’s restless aesthetic experimentation. Even after a career spanning seven decades, he is 

always exceeding himself; uncannily, he seems forever at the high point of his career. Among the formal 

innovations in the new show is an increasing linearity in certain series, which incorporate modeling paste that 

has been dynamically textured with a variety of tools to impart an even more concentrated sense of 

compositional energy. There is also a new series called Crestone, which isolates a spiraling motif that longtime 

collectors will recognize as the central forms in the Rouville series. His insistence on constant modification and 

transformation are part of his temperament and philosophy. This is a man who has never rested on his laurels. 

“I enjoy revisiting and changingCallan Contemporary is pleased to announce a new exhibition by George 

Dunbar entitled Alluvion. Throughout his groundbreaking, seven-decade long career, Dunbar has continually 

reinvented his style by exploring unconventional techniques and approaches to materials. In so doing, he has 

recontextualized his aesthetic vocabulary and ideas that have intrigued him since the early stages of his 

artistic career. A common thread among these diverse practices is his unique deployment of alluvion, or clay. 

His compositions often begin with multiple layers of fine German clays, meticulously applied to the picture 

plane, which Dunbar builds up, gilds, distresses, and excavates, imparting dramatically topographical effects 

that imbue the paintings with sculptural qualities. In bas-relief as well as more traditionally two-dimensional 

pieces, the artist’s fluency in gestural, Hard Edge, and neo-Baroque idioms is anchored in a distinctive 

aesthetic thumbprint uniquely his own.

        Dunbar studied at the Tyler School of Art at Temple University (Philadelphia) and the Grande Chaumière 

Academy in Paris. During the heyday of Abstract Expressionism he was active in New York City, rubbing 

shoulders with—and learning valuable lessons from—AbEx titans such as Franz Kline, with whom he exhibited in 

1953. Dunbar’s paintings and sculptures have been exhibited across the globe and acquired by prestigious 

private, corporate, and institutional collections, among them The British Museum (London), New Orleans 

Museum of Art, Ogden Museum of Southern Art, and North Carolina Museum of Art. He has been the subject

Born in New Iberia, Louisiana, Major is now based in Opelousas.  She earned her B.F.A. from the 

University of Southwestern Louisiana and her M.F.A. from Rutgers University.  Her work is included in 

the collections of the Smithsonian American Art Museum, New Orleans Museum of Art, Ogden 

Museum of Southern Art, and Hilliard Museum of Art, among others; and in prestigious private 

collections, including those of philanthropists Francis J. Greenburger and the late Frederick R. 

Weisman. Widely exhibited and enthusiastically reviewed in publications such as ARTFORUM, Art in 

America, ARTnews, and The Advocate, she has received artist grants from the Pollock-Krasner 

Foundation and Joan Mitchell Foundation, where she was a 2016 artist-in-residence.  In 2015 she 

was a resident fellow at the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation on Captiva Island, Florida.  Major 

also exhibited in the 2008 iteration of the Prospect.1 New Orleans Biennial.  The sheer density of 

her works’ surfaces rewards close inspection; from afar they present a more unified visual field, 

emphasizing a strongly linear quality.  “I try not to let any one object dominate,” she says.  “The 

works are a collection of objects, each having many connotations and often bringing up 

memories for viewers, but I am more interested in the work as a whole system.”

Key themes have recurred in Major’s output across time:  consumerism, disposability, perception, 

gender, and our increasing inurement to the visual glut so prevalent in mass media and digital 

technology. Inspired by artists such as Rauschenberg, Richard Pousette-Dart, Betye and Alison 

Saar, Louise Bourgeouis, and Kurt Schwitters, Major deploys the syntaxes of assemblage, 

bricolage, textiles, mixed media, and sculpture in ways that activate viewers’ capacities for 

association and projection.  While she holds a post-ironic fondness for many of the objects she 

incorporates, she does not consider the artworks nostalgic.  The specifics of her vocabulary may 

harken to a certain strain of bygone Americana, but as a totality the works function as abstract 

drawings or “filters wherein an adult has so much learned, inherited, and accepted expectations, 

it affects the way they frame their images of reality.”



He also radically distanced himself from the financial and social pressures of the art market, working alone in his 

studio off Tchoupitoulas Street and avoiding exhibiting for the better part of forty years.  (Notable exceptions 

were his inclusion in the 1984 Louisiana World’s Exhibition in New Orleans and a 1996 solo show at the Hilliard   

Art Museum, University of Louisiana at Lafayette.)  Creating work solely for his own eyes allowed his artistic 

voice to develop with complete independence, organicism, and integrity.  Still, his withdrawal from the art scene 

enveloped him in an aura of mystery, even as he “hid in plain sight,” teaching painting and drawing at the 

University of Southwest Louisiana and Tulane from the late 1960s through the late 1990s.

In 2016 he reemerged with Arthur Kern:  The Surreal World of a Reclusive Sculptor at Ogden Museum of 

Southern Art, curated by John Berendt, author of Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil.  This revelatory show 

caused a sensation and earned praise in publications including The New York Times (“exquisite...  surreal...  

striking...”), The New York Review (“...a mesmerizing show...”), and The Advocate (“...a thrilling sense of 

discovery...  a singular artist whose work deserves to be much better known...”)  Critics were fascinated by his 

challenging symbolic imagery, unique materials, and time- and labor-intensive process of casting wax molds 

with a highly responsive polyester resin.  This technique, which he adapted from the ancient lost-wax method of 

casting bronze, allows wax to be used much like clay, imparting a suppleness of expression that evokes Kern’s 

favorite historical sculptor, Auguste Rodin.  Chromatically, the equestrian series’s intricately nuanced surfaces 

result from myriad layers of translucent lacquers, applied as a patina.

The sculptures to be presented at Callan Contemporary are one-of-a-kind, not editions, and range across the 

length of Kern’s career.  The smaller pieces are bravura variations on a single original form, their surfaces 

alternately textural or preternaturally smooth, like marble or alabaster.  Although critics have placed these 

artworks in the lineages of Surrealism, postmodernism, and steampunk, the artist himself feels they spring from 

a syntax of “my own myths,” which bubble forth from the unconscious.  “More than one person has told me 

they think my work is about dichotomies,” he relates, “and I tend to agree...  Another thing I think influences my 

sculpture is philosophy, especially Zen Buddhism and the Existentialist idea that existence precedes thought.  I 

feel like the sculpture is an idea that I create as I’m working on it.  To have a fully conceived idea before I start a 

piece would seem wrong to me.  I like to explore and be surprised by what I find along the way.”

CALLAN CONTEMPORARY hours are Tuesday-Saturday,  10am – 5pm. For more information,  p lease contact 

gal lery owner Bor is lava Cal lan at Bor is lava@cal lancontemporary .com;  Steven Cal lan  at 

stevencal lan@cal lancontemporary .com or TEL:  504.525.0518.
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